
 

North Devon Council 
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North Devon   EX31 3NP 
 

M. Mansell, BSc (Hons), 
C.P.F.A.  
Chief Executive 

 

 
 

AUDIT COMMITTEE 
 
 

A meeting of the Audit Committee will be held in the Barum Room, Brynsworthy 
Environment Centre, Barnstaple on TUESDAY 9TH MAY 2017 AT 6.00 P.M.  
 
 

NOTE: A location plan for the Brynsworthy Environment Centre is attached to the 
agenda front pages) 
 
Please park at the front of the building.  Once parked can you please sign in the 
reception visitor book together with your vehicle registration details.  These details 
are required in case of any emergency.   

 
Members of the Committee: Councillor Flynn (Chairman) 
     Councillor Croft (Vice-Chairman) 
 
Councillors Bradford, Chugg, Moore, Patrinos and Roome. 
 
 

AGENDA 
  

1. Apologies for absence.   
 
2. To approve as a correct record the minutes of the meeting held on 7th March 2017 

(attached). 
 
3. Items brought forward which in the opinion of the Chairman should be considered 

by the meeting as a matter of urgency. 
 
4. Declarations of Interests.  (Please complete the form provided at the meeting or 

telephone Member Services to prepare a form for your signature before the 
meeting.  Interests must be re-declared when the item is called, and Councillors 
must leave the room if necessary.) 

 
5. To agree the agenda between Part 'A' and Part 'B' (Confidential Restricted 

Information). 
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PART ‘A’ 
 

Internal  Audit Items: 
 
6. Internal Audit Progress Report 2016/17. Report by Mazars Public Sector 

Internal Audit Limited (attached) (Pages 1 to 8). 
 
7. Internal Audit Progress Report 2017/18. Report by Mazars Public Sector 

Internal Audit Limited (attached) (Pages 9 to 14). 
 

External Audit Items: 
 

8. External Audit Fee Letter. Letter by Grant Thornton (attached) (Pages 15 to 18). 
 
9. External Audit Plan 2016/17. Report by Grant Thornton (attached) (Pages 19 to 

40). 
 
10. External Audit Progress Report and Update –year end 31st March 2017. 

Report by Grant Thornton (attached) (Pages 41 to 52). 
 

North Devon Council Items: 

 
11. Update on Business Continuity. Community Protection Manager (AP) to report. 
 

Standing Items:  

  
12. Audit Recommendation Tracker.  Report by Head of Corporate and Community 

Services (attached) (Pages 53 to 64). 
 
13. Work Programme 2017/18. To consider the work programme (attached) (Pages 

65 to 66). 
 
 
PART 'B' (Confidential Restricted Information).  
 
Nil. 
 
 
 
 
 

Reminder - Members please return your agenda to the Corporate and Community 
Services Officer at the end of the meeting.  

 
 
 

If you have any enquiries about this agenda, please contact Member Services, 
telephone numbers 01271 388253/388327 
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North Devon Council protocol on recording / filming at Council meetings 
 
The Council is committed to openness and transparency in its decision-making. 
Recording is permitted at Council meetings that are open to the public. The Council 
understands that some members of the public attending its meetings may not wish to be 
recorded. The Chairman of the meeting will make sure any request not to be recorded is 
respected.  
 
The rules that the Council will apply are:  
 
 

1. The recording must be overt (clearly visible to anyone at the meeting) and must 
not disrupt proceedings. The Council will put signs up at any meeting where we 
know recording is taking place.  

 
2. The Chairman of the meeting has absolute discretion to stop or suspend recording 

if, in their opinion, continuing to do so would prejudice proceedings at the meeting 
or if the person recording is in breach of these rules.  

 
3. We will ask for recording to stop if the meeting goes into ‘part B’ where the public 

is excluded for confidentiality reasons. In such a case, the person filming should 
leave the room ensuring all recording equipment is switched off. 

 
4. Any member of the public has the right not to be recorded. We ensure that 

agendas for, and signage at, Council meetings make it clear that recording can 
take place – anyone not wishing to be recorded must advise the Chairman at the 
earliest opportunity.  

 
5. The recording should not be edited in a way that could lead to misinterpretation or 

misrepresentation of the proceedings or in a way that ridicules or shows a lack of 
respect for those in the recording. The Council would expect any recording in 
breach of these rules to be removed from public view.  

 
 
 
Notes for guidance: 
 
Please contact either our Corporate and Community Services team or our 
Communications team in advance of the meeting you wish to record at so we can make 
all the necessary arrangements for you on the day.  
 
For more information contact the Corporate and Community  Services team on 01271 
388254 or email memberservices@northdevon.gov.uk or the Communications Team 
on 01271 388278, email communications@northdevon.gov.uk. 
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North Devon Council offices at Brynsworthy, the full postal 
address is:  

North Devon Council, PO BOX 379, Barnstaple, Devon. EX32 2GR. 

For ‘Sat-Nav’ directions use EX31 3NS. 

At the Roundswell roundabout take the exit onto the B3232, after about ½ mile 
take the first right, BEC is about ½ a mile on the right. 

Drive into the site, visitors parking is in front of the main building on the left 
hand side. There should be plenty of spaces. 

Please come into the main entrance and dial for Property and Technical 
Services.
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Chartered Accountants


Grant Thornton UK LLP is a limited liability partnership registered in England and Wales: No.OC307742. Registered office: Grant Thornton House, Melton Street, Euston Square, London NW1 2EP.


A list of members is available from our registered office. Grant Thornton UK LLP is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.


Grant Thornton UK LLP is a member firm of Grant Thornton International Ltd (GTIL). GTIL and the member firms are not a worldwide partnership. Services are delivered by the member firms. GTIL and


its member firms are not agents of, and do not obligate, one another and are not liable for one another’s acts or omissions. Please see grant-thornton.co.uk for further details.


This Audit Plan  sets out for the benefit of those charged with governance (in the case of North Devon District Council, the [Audit Committee), an overview of the planned 


scope and timing of the audit, as required by International Standard on Auditing (UK & Ireland) 260. This document is to help you understand the consequences of our 


work, discuss issues of risk and the concept of materiality with us, and identify any areas where you may request us to undertake additional procedures. It also helps us gain a 


better understanding of the Council and your environment. The contents of the Plan have been discussed with management. 


We are required to perform our audit in line with Local Audit and Accountability Act 2014 and in accordance with the Code of Practice issued by the National Audit Office 


(NAO) on behalf of the Comptroller and Auditor General in April 2015. Our responsibilities under the Code are to:


-give an opinion on the Council's financial statements


-satisfy ourselves the Council has made proper arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources.


As auditors we are responsible for performing the audit, in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (UK & Ireland), which is directed towards forming and 


expressing an opinion on the financial statements that have been prepared by management with the oversight of those charged with governance. The audit of the financial 


statements does not relieve management or those charged with governance of their responsibilities for the preparation of the financial statements which give a true and fair 


view.


The contents of this report relate only to the matters which have come to our attention, which we believe need to be reported to you as part of our audit planning process.  


It is not a comprehensive record of all the relevant matters, which may be subject to change. In particular we cannot be held responsible to you for reporting all of the risks 


which may affect the Council or all weaknesses in your internal controls.  This report has been prepared solely for your benefit. We do not accept any responsibility for any 


loss occasioned to any third party acting, or refraining from acting on the basis of the content of this report, as this report was not prepared for, nor intended for, any other 


purpose. 


We look forward to working with you during the course of the audit.


Yours sincerely


Elizabeth Cave


Engagement Lead


Grant Thornton UK LLP 


Hartwell House 


55 – 61 Victoria Street


Bristol


BS1 6FT


www.grant-thornton.co.uk 


May 2017


Dear Members of the Audit Committee
Audit Plan for North Devon District Council for the year ending 31 March 2017


North Devon District Council


Brynsworthy Environment Centre


Brynsworthy


Barnstaple EX31 3NP
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Understanding your business and key developments


Key challenges Financial reporting changesDevelopments


Our response


 We aim to complete all our substantive audit work of your financial statements by the end of July 2017


 As part of our opinion on your financial statements, we will consider whether your financial statements accurately reflect the financial reporting changes in the 2016/17 Code 


 We will keep you informed of changes to the financial  reporting requirements for 2016/17 through on-going discussions and invitations to our technical update workshops.


 We will review the MTFP as part of our work in reaching our VFM conclusion


Restructure of Departments


Following the retirement of one of the senior managers, the 


reporting directorates have now been reshaped and the 


work carried out under the Property and Technical banner 


has been restructured to other directorates which have 


since been renamed. As the change took place at the 


beginning of the year, the directorates will be shown under 


the new headings when the statutory accounts are 


prepared.


Medium Term Financial Plan (MTFP)


Management have updated the MTFP for the provisional 


Local Government funding settlement that was announced 


by Government in November 2016. Further budget savings 


have been identified to ensure a balanced budget is set for 


2017/18. From 2018/19, there remain budget gaps in the 


MTFP. 


CIPFA Code of Practice 2016/17 (the Code)


Changes to the Code in  2016/17 reflect aims of the 'Telling 


the Story' project, to streamline the financial statements to 


be more in line with internal organisational reporting and 


improve accessibility to the reader of the financial 


statements.


The changes affect the presentation of the Comprehensive 


Income and Expenditure Statement and the Movement in 


Reserves Statements, segmental reporting disclosures and 


a new Expenditure and Funding Analysis note has been 


introduced .The Code also requires these amendments to 


be reflected in the 2015/16 comparatives by way of a prior 


period adjustment.


Earlier closedown


The Accounts and Audit Regulations 2015 require councils 


to bring forward the approval and audit of financial 


statements to 31 July by the 2017/2018 financial year.


Theatre Trust


The Theatre Trust went into administration in January 2017. 


There was no financial impact on the Council.


It is likely that a contractor will take over running the 


Theatres in the short term for 2017/18 and a tender exercise 


will be carried out for a new contractor to run the Theatres 


for 2018/19 and beyond.


Financial position reported to Full Council 22/2/17


Measure


2017/18 


Budget 


£000


2018/19 


Budget


£000


Net Expenditure before 


Grants and Taxation


11,945 12,010


Total Funding, including use 


of earmarked reserves


11,945 11,872


Budget gap 0 (138)


4
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Materiality
In performing our audit, we apply the concept of materiality, following the requirements of International Standard on Auditing (UK & Ireland) (ISA) 320: Materiality in planning and 


performing an audit. The concept of materiality is fundamental to the preparation of the financial statements and the audit process and applies not only to the monetary misstatements but 


also to disclosure requirements and adherence to acceptable accounting practice and applicable law. An item does not necessarily have to be large to be considered to have a material effect on 


the financial statements. An item may be considered to be material by nature, for example, when greater precision is required (e.g. senior manager salaries and allowances). 


We determine planning materiality (materiality for the financial statements as a whole determined at the planning stage of the audit) in order to estimate the tolerable level of misstatement in 


the financial statements, assist in establishing the scope of our audit engagement and audit tests, calculate sample sizes and assist in evaluating the effect of known and likely misstatements in 


the financial statements.


We have determined planning materiality based upon professional judgement in the context of our knowledge of the Council. In line with previous years, we have calculated financial 


statements materiality based on a proportion of the gross revenue expenditure of the Council. For purposes of planning the audit we have determined overall materiality to be £1,000k (being 


1.91% of gross revenue expenditure). In the previous year, we determined materiality to be £1,048k (being 2% of gross revenue expenditure). Our assessment of materiality is kept under 


review throughout the audit process and we will advise you if we revise this during the audit.


Under ISA 450, auditors also set an amount below which misstatements would be clearly trivial and would not need to be accumulated or reported to those charged with governance because 


we would not expect that the accumulation of such amounts would have a material effect on the financial statements. "Trivial" matters are clearly inconsequential, whether taken individually 


or in aggregate and whether judged by any criteria of size, nature or circumstances. We have defined the amount below which misstatements would be clearly trivial to be £50,000k.


ISA 320 also requires auditors to determine separate, lower, materiality levels where there  are 'particular classes of transactions, account balances or disclosures for which misstatements of 


lesser amounts than materiality for the financial statements as a whole could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users'. We have identified the following items 


where separate materiality levels are appropriate:


Balance/transaction/disclosure Explanation Materiality level


Disclosures of officers' remuneration, salary 


bandings and exit packages in the notes to the 


financial statements


Due to public interest in these disclosures and the statutory requirement for 


them to be made.


£10,000


Disclosure of auditors' remuneration in notes to the 


statements


Due to public interest in these disclosures and the statutory requirement for 


them to be made.


£10,000


5


Misstatements, including omissions, are considered to be material if they, individually or in the aggregate, could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users 


taken on the basis of the financial statements; Judgments about materiality are made in light of surrounding circumstances, and are affected by the size or nature of a misstatement, 


or a combination of both; and Judgments about matters that are material to users of the financial statements are based on a consideration of the common financial information needs 


of users as a group. The possible effect of misstatements on specific individual users, whose needs may vary widely, is not considered. (ISA (UK and Ireland) 320)
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Significant risks identified
An audit is focused on risks. Significant risks are defined by ISAs (UK and Ireland) as risks that, in the judgment of the auditor, require special audit consideration. In 


identifying risks, audit teams consider the nature of the risk, the potential magnitude of misstatement, and its likelihood. Significant risks are those risks that have a higher 


risk of material misstatement.


Significant risk Description Audit procedures


The revenue cycle


includes fraudulent 


transactions


Under ISA (UK and Ireland) 240 there is a presumed 


risk that revenue streams may be misstated due to the 


improper recognition of revenue.


This presumption can be rebutted if the auditor 


concludes that there is no risk of material misstatement 


due to fraud relating to revenue recognition.


Having considered the risk factors set out in ISA240 and the nature of the revenue streams at 


North Devon District Council, we have determined that the risk of fraud arising from revenue 


recognition can be rebutted, because:


• there is little incentive to manipulate revenue recognition


• opportunities to manipulate revenue recognition are very limited


• The culture and ethical frameworks of local authorities, including North Devon District Council, 


mean that all forms of fraud are seen as unacceptable


Therefore do not consider this to be a significant risk for North Devon District Council.


Management over-


ride of controls


Under ISA (UK and Ireland) 240 there is a non-


rebuttable presumed risk that the risk of management 


over-ride of controls is present in all entities.


Work completed to date:


 Review of journal entry process and selection of unusual journal entries for testing back to 


supporting documentation


Further work planned: 


 Review of accounting estimates, judgments and decisions made by management


 Review of journal entry process and selection of unusual journal entries for testing back to 


supporting documentation for journals processed since the interim work.


 Review of unusual significant transactions


6


"Significant risks often relate to significant non-routine transactions and judgmental matters. Non-routine transactions are transactions that are unusual, due to either size or 


nature, and that therefore occur infrequently. Judgmental matters may include the development of accounting estimates for which there is significant measurement uncertainty." 


(ISA (UK and Ireland) 315) . In making the review of unusual significant transactions "the auditor shall treat identified significant related party transactions outside the entity's 


normal course of business as giving rise to significant risks." (ISA (UK and Ireland) 550)
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Significant risks identified (continued)


Significant risk Description Audit procedures


Valuation of property, plant and 


equipment, surplus assets and 


investments.


The Council revalues its assets on 


a rolling basis over a five year 


period. The Code requires that the 


Council ensures that the carrying 


value at the balance sheet date is 


not materially different from the 


current value. This represents a 


significant estimate by management 


in the financial statements.


Work completed to date:


 Review of management's processes and assumptions for the calculation of the estimate.


 Review of the competence, expertise and objectivity of any management experts used.


 Review of the instructions issued to valuation experts and the scope of their work


Further work planned:


 Testing of revaluations made during the year to ensure they are input correctly into the Council's asset 


register


 Discussions with valuer about the basis on which the valuation is carried out and challenge of the key 


assumptions.


 Review and challenge of the information used by the valuer to ensure it is robust and consistent with our 


understanding.


 Evaluation of the assumptions made by management for those assets not revalued during the year and 


how management has satisfied themselves that these are not materially different to current value.


Valuation of pension fund net 


liability


The Council's pension fund asset 


and liability as reflected in its 


balance sheet represent  a 


significant estimate in the financial 


statements.


Work planned:


 We will review the process put in place by management to ensure that the pension fund liability is not 


materially misstated. 


 We will test the data, on a sample basis, that is sent to the Council's pension fund to ensure it is 


complete and accurate.


 We will obtain assurance from the auditor of your pension fund that the information they send to the 


actuary on your behalf is complete and accurate.


 We will review the competence, expertise and objectivity of the actuary who carried out your pension 


fund valuation. We will gain an understanding of the basis on which the valuation is carried out.


 We will undertake procedures to confirm the reasonableness of the actuarial assumptions made. 


 We will review the consistency of the pension fund asset and liability and disclosures in notes to the 


financial statements with the actuarial report from your actuary.


We have also identified the following significant risks of material misstatement from our understanding of the entity. We set out below the work we have completed to date 


and the work we plan to address these risks.


7
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Other risks identified
Reasonably possible risks (RPRs) are, in the auditor's judgment, other risk areas which the auditor has identified as an area where the likelihood of material misstatement 


cannot be reduced to remote, without the need for gaining an understanding of the associated control environment, along with the performance of an appropriate level of 


substantive work. The risk of misstatement for an RPR or other risk is lower than that for a significant risk, and they are not considered to be areas that are highly 


judgmental, or unusual in relation to the day to day activities of the business.


Reasonably possible risks Description of risk Audit procedures


Operating expenses Year end creditors and 


accruals are understated 


or not recorded in the 


correct period.


Work completed to date:


 Documentation of the process and associated controls in pace for the accounting of operating expenses and testing of 


a sample of invoices processed to the ledger.


 Completion of a walkthrough test to confirm the operation of the process and associated controls is in line with our 


understanding


Further work planned:


 Review of creditors / liability balances for unusual amounts, including testing of accruals and review of estimation 


techniques.


 Review control account reconciliations covering the agreement of creditor payments to the ledger.


 Testing for unrecorded liabilities and after date payments to ensure all liabilities identified by obtaining a list of non-pay 


related payments for April and May 2017, selecting a sample and agreeing to supporting documentation to confirm the 


items have been recorded in the correct period.


Employee remuneration Employee remuneration 


accruals are understated


Work completed to date:


 Documentation of the process and associated controls in pace for the accounting of employee remuneration.


 Completion of a walkthrough test to confirm the operation of controls is in line with our understanding


 Analytical review of trend analysis months 1 to 10.


Further work planned:


 We will carry out an analysis of employee remuneration expenditure to ensure all expected payroll runs have been 


included and complete the trend analysis.


 Review of the year end payroll reconciliation to ensure that information from the payroll system can be agreed to the 


ledger and the financial statements.


8


"In respect of some risks, the auditor may judge that it is not possible or practicable to obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence only from substantive procedures. Such risks may 


relate to the inaccurate or incomplete recording of routine and significant classes of transactions or account balances, the characteristics of which often permit highly automated 


processing with little or no manual intervention. In such cases, the entity’s controls over such risks are relevant to the audit and the auditor shall obtain an understanding of them." 


(ISA (UK and Ireland) 315) 
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Other risks identified (continued)
Other risks Description of risk Audit procedures


Changes to the presentation of local authority 


financial statements


CIPFA has been working on the 


‘Telling the Story’ project, for 


which the aim was to streamline 


the financial statements and 


improve accessibility to the user 


and this has resulted in changes 


to the 2016/17 Code of Practice.


The changes affect the 


presentation of income and 


expenditure in the financial 


statements and associated 


disclosure notes. A prior period 


adjustment (PPA) to restate the 


2015/16 comparative figures is 


also required.


The Council has produced re-


stated 2015/16 accounts and 


disclosures, which will form part 


of our audit.


Work planned:


 We will document and evaluate the process for the recording the required financial 


reporting changes to the 2016/17 financial statements.


 We will review the re-classification of the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure 


Statement (CIES) comparatives to ensure that they are in line with the Authority’s internal 


reporting structure.


 We will review the appropriateness of the revised grouping of entries within the 


Movement In Reserves Statement (MIRS).


 We will test the classification of income and expenditure for 2016/17 recorded within the 


Cost of Services section of the CIES.


 We will test the completeness  of income and expenditure by reviewing the reconciliation 


of the CIES to the general ledger.


 We will test the classification of income and expenditure reported within the new 


Expenditure and Funding Analysis (EFA) note to the financial statements.


 We will review the new segmental reporting disclosures within the 2016/17 financial 


statements  to ensure compliance with the CIPFA Code of Practice.


9
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Other risks identified (continued)


Other material balances and transactions


Under International Standards on Auditing, "irrespective of the assessed risks of material misstatement, the auditor shall design and perform substantive procedures for 


each material class of transactions, account balance and disclosure". All other material balances and transaction streams will therefore be audited. However, the procedures 


will not be as extensive as the procedures adopted for the risks identified in the previous sections but will include


• Heritage assets


• Cash and cash equivalents


• Trade and other receivables


• Borrowings and other liabilities (long and short term)


• Provisions


• Useable and unusable reserves


• Movement in Reserves Statement and associated notes


• Statement of cash flows and associated notes


• Financing and investment income and expenditure


• Taxation and non-specific grants


• New note disclosures


• Officers' remuneration note


• Leases note


• Related party transactions note


• Capital expenditure and capital financing note


• Financial instruments note


• Collection Fund and associated notes


10


Going concern


As auditors, we are required to “obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence about the appropriateness of management's use of the going concern assumption 


in the preparation and presentation of the financial statements and to conclude whether there is a material uncertainty about the entity's ability to continue as a 


going concern” (ISA (UK and Ireland) 570). We will review the management's assessment of the going concern assumption and the disclosures in the financial 


statements. 
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Value for Money


Background


The Code requires us to consider whether the Council has put in place proper 
arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of 
resources. This is known as the Value for Money (VfM) conclusion. 


The National Audit Office (NAO) issued its guidance for auditors on value for 
money work for 2016/17 in November 2016. The guidance states that for local 
government bodies, auditors are required to give a conclusion on whether the 
Council has proper arrangements in place.


The guidance identifies one single criterion for auditors to evaluate: 


In all significant respects, the audited body takes properly informed decisions and deploys 
resources to achieve planned and sustainable outcomes for taxpayers and local people. 


This is supported by three sub-criteria as set out opposite:


Sub-criteria Detail


Informed decision 


making


• Acting in the public interest, through demonstrating and 


applying the principles and values of sound governance


• Understanding and using appropriate cost and 


performance information (including, where relevant, 


information from regulatory/monitoring bodies) to 


support informed decision making and performance 


management


• Reliable and timely financial reporting that supports the 


delivery of strategic priorities


• Managing risks effectively and maintaining a sound system 


of internal control


Sustainable 


resource 


deployment


• Planning finances effectively to support the sustainable 


delivery of strategic priorities and maintain statutory 


functions


• Managing and utilising assets effectively to support the 


delivery of strategic priorities


• Planning, organising and developing the workforce 


effectively to deliver strategic priorities.


Working with 


partners and 


other third parties


• Working with third parties effectively to deliver strategic 


priorities


• Commissioning services effectively to support the 


delivery of strategic priorities


• Procuring supplies and services effectively to support the 


delivery of strategic priorities.


11
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Value for Money (continued)


Risk assessment


We have carried out an initial risk assessment based on the NAO's auditor's guidance note (AGN03). In our initial risk assessment, we considered:


• our cumulative knowledge of the Council, including work performed in previous years in respect of the VfM conclusion and the opinion on the financial statements.


• the findings of other inspectorates and review agencies, 


• any illustrative significant risks identified and communicated by the NAO in its Supporting Information.


• any other evidence which we consider necessary to conclude on your arrangements.


We have identified significant risks which we are required to communicate to you. These are set out overleaf.


We will continue our review of your arrangements, including reviewing your Annual Governance Statement, before we issue our auditor's report.


12


Reporting


The results of our VfM audit work and the key messages arising will be reported in our Audit Findings Report and in the Annual Audit Letter. 


We will include our conclusion in our auditor's report on your financial statements which we will give by 30 September 2017.
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Value for money (continued)
We set out below the significant risks we have identified as a result of our initial risk assessment and the work we propose to address these risks.


Significant risk Link to sub-criteria Work proposed to address


Medium term financial planning


Like all public sector bodies, the Council is facing financial 


pressures with cuts in central funding . There is a risk that,


without careful financial planning, resources will be 


insufficient to fund the Council's activities in the medium 


term.


This links to the Council's arrangements for planning 


finances effectively to support the sustainable delivery 


of strategic priorities and using appropriate cost and 


performance information to support informed decision 


making.


We will review the Council's latest Medium Term 


Financial Strategy (MTFS) and the 2017/18 budget, 


considering the assumptions that underpin the figures 


within them including the revised arrangements for New 


Homes Bonus.


13
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Other audit responsibilities


14


In addition to our responsibilities under the Code of Practice in relation to your financial statements and arrangements for economy, efficiency and effectiveness we 


have a number of other audit responsibilities, as follows:


• We will undertake work to satisfy ourselves that the disclosures made in your Annual Governance Statement are in line with CIPFA/SOLACE guidance and 


consistent with our knowledge of the Council.


• We will read your Narrative Statement and check that it is consistent with the financial statements on which we give an  opinion and that the disclosures included 


in it are in line with the requirements of the CIPFA Code of Practice.


• We will carry out work on your  consolidation schedules for the Whole of Government Accounts process in accordance with NAO instructions to auditors.


• We consider our other duties under the Act and the Code, as and when required, including:


• We will give electors the opportunity to raise questions about your financial statements and consider and decide upon any objections received in relation to 


the financial statements;


• issue of a report in the public interest; and


• making a written recommendation to the Council, copied to the Secretary of State


• We certify completion of our audit. 
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Results of  interim audit work


The findings of our interim audit work, and the impact of our findings on the accounts audit approach, are summarised in the table below:


Work performed Conclusion


Internal audit We have completed a high level review of internal audit's overall 


arrangements. Our work has not identified any issues which we wish 


to bring to your attention


We have also reviewed internal audit's work on the Council's key 


financial systems to date. We have not identified any significant 


weaknesses impacting on our responsibilities.


Overall, we have concluded that the internal audit service 


provides an independent and satisfactory service to the 


Council and that internal audit work contributes to an effective 


internal control environment.


Our review of internal audit work has not identified any 


weaknesses which impact on our audit approach. 


Entity level controls We have obtained an understanding of the overall control 


environment relevant to the preparation of the financial statements 


including:


• Communication and enforcement of integrity and ethical values


• Commitment to competence


• Participation by those charged with governance


• Management's philosophy and operating style


• Organisational structure


• Assignment of authority and responsibility


• Human resource policies and practices


Our work has identified no material weaknesses which are 


likely to adversely impact on the Council's financial statements
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Results of  interim audit work (continued)


Work performed Conclusion


Walkthrough testing We have completed walkthrough tests of the Council's controls 


operating in areas where we consider that there is a risk of material 


misstatement to the financial statements, except the information sent 


to the actuary, which we will complete when this has been submitted.


Our work has not identified any issues which we wish to bring to your 


attention. Internal controls have been implemented by the Council in 


accordance with our documented understanding


Our work has not identified any weaknesses which impact on 


our audit approach


Journal entry controls We have reviewed the Council's journal entry policies and 
procedures as part of determining our journal entry testing strategy 
and have not identified any material weaknesses which are likely to 
adversely impact on the Council's control environment or financial 
statements.


To date we have undertaken detailed testing on journal transactions 
recorded for the first eleven months of the financial year, by 
extracting 'unusual' entries for further review. No issues have been 
identified that we wish to highlight for your attention


Our work to date has not identified any material weaknesses 


which are likely to impact on the Council's control environment 


or financial statements.


Early substantive testing We have completed early substantive testing in a number of areas to
reduce the year end workload and to provide earlier assurances for
our final accounts planning.
We have performed testing of months 1 to 11 transactions in the 
following areas:
• Operating expenses (expenditure payments)
• Welfare expenditure (housing benefit transactions).


We have also checked a sample of deeds of properties held.


We have tested a sample of expense invoices to confirm they are 
supported by invoices, are posted in the correct period and to an 
appropriate ledger code.


Our work has not identified any weaknesses which impact on 


our audit approach.


We plan to undertake detailed testing on transactions recorded 


for the remaining months of the financial year during the 


accounts audit.
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The audit cycle


The audit timeline


Key dates:


Audit phases:


Year end: 


31 March 2017


Audit committee: 


5 September 2017


Sign off: 


by 30 September 2017


Planning 


January 2017


Interim  


w/c 27 February 2017


Final  


w/c 10 July 2017


Completion  


July 2017


Key elements


 Planning meeting with management to 


inform audit planning and agree audit 


timetable


 Discussions with those charged with 


governance and internal audit to 


inform audit planning


Key elements


 Document design effectiveness of key 


accounting systems and processes


 Review of key judgements and 


estimates


 Early substantive audit testing


 Review of Value for Money 


arrangements


 Issue audit working paper 


requirements to management


 Discuss draft Audit Plan with 


management


 Issue the Audit Plan to management 


and Audit Committee


 Issue Progress report to management 


and Audit Committee and meet to 


discuss the Audit Plan


Key elements


 Audit teams onsite to 


complete detailed audit testing


 Weekly update meetings with 


management


 Review of Value for Money 


arrangements


Key elements


 Issue draft Audit Findings to 


management


 Meeting with management to discuss 


Audit Findings


 Issue draft Audit Findings to Audit 


Committee


 Audit Findings presentation to Audit 


Committee


 Finalise approval and signing of 


financial statements and audit report


 Submission of WGA assurance 


statement


 Annual Audit Letter


Debrief 


October 2017
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Fees


£


Council audit 47,401


Grant Certification (indicative fee) 13,213


Total audit fees (excluding VAT) 60,614


Audit Fees


Our fee assumptions include:


 Supporting schedules to all figures in the accounts are supplied by the 


agreed dates and in accordance with the agreed upon information 


request list


 The scope of the audit, and the Council and its activities, have not 


changed significantly


 The Council will make available management and accounting staff to 


help us locate information and to provide explanations


 The accounts presented for audit are materially accurate, supporting 


working papers and evidence agree to the accounts, and all audit 


queries are resolved promptly.


Grant certification


 Our fees for grant certification cover only housing benefit subsidy 


certification, which falls under the remit of Public Sector Audit 


Appointments Limited


 Fees in respect of other grant work, such as reasonable assurance 


reports, are shown under 'Fees for other services'.


What is included within our fees


 A reliable and risk-focused audit appropriate for your business


 Invitations to events hosted by Grant Thornton in your sector, as well as the wider 


finance community


 Ad-hoc telephone calls and queries


 Technical briefings and updates


 Regular contact to discuss strategy and other important areas


 A review of accounting policies for appropriateness and consistency


 Annual technical updates for members of your finance team


 Regular Audit Committee Progress Reports


Fees for other services


Fees for other services detailed on the following page, reflect those agreed at the time 


of issuing our Audit Plan. Any changes will be reported in our Audit Findings Report 


and Annual Audit Letter.
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Independence and non-audit services


Ethical Standards and ISA (UK and Ireland) 260 require us to give you timely disclosure of matters relating to our independence. In this context, we disclose the following 


to you:


We confirm that there are no significant facts or matters that impact on our independence as auditors that we are required or wish to draw to your attention. We have 


complied with the Auditing Practices Board's Ethical Standards and we confirm that we are independent and are able to express an objective opinion on the financial 


statements.


We confirm that we have implemented policies and procedures to meet the requirements of the Auditing Practices Board's Ethical Standards.


For the purposes of our audit we have made enquiries of all Grant Thornton UK LLP teams providing services to North Devon District Council. There were no audit 


related or non-audit services identified for the Council for 2016/17
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Communication of  audit matters with those charged with governance


Our communication plan


Audit 


Plan


Audit 


Findings


Respective responsibilities of auditor and management/those 


charged with governance





Overview of the planned scope and timing of the audit. Form, timing 


and expected general content of communications





Views about the qualitative aspects  of the entity's accounting and 


financial reporting practices, significant matters and issues arising 


during the audit and written representations that have been sought





Confirmation of independence and objectivity  


A statement that we have complied with  relevant ethical 


requirements regarding independence,  relationships and other 


matters which might  be thought to bear on independence. 


Details of non-audit work performed by Grant Thornton UK LLP and 


network firms, together with  fees charged.  


Details of safeguards applied to threats to independence


 


Material weaknesses in internal control identified during the audit 


Identification or suspicion of fraud involving management and/or 


others which results in material misstatement of the financial 


statements





Non compliance with laws and regulations 


Expected modifications to the auditor's report, or emphasis of matter 


Uncorrected misstatements 


Significant matters arising in connection with related parties 


Significant matters in relation to going concern  


International Standard on Auditing (UK and Ireland) (ISA) 260, as well as other ISAs (UK 


and Ireland) prescribe matters which we are required to communicate with those 


charged with governance, and which we set out in the table opposite.  


This document, The Audit Plan, outlines our audit strategy and plan to deliver the audit, 


while The Audit Findings will be issued prior to approval of the financial statements  and 


will present key issues and other matters arising from the audit, together with an 


explanation as to how these have been resolved.


We will communicate any adverse or unexpected findings affecting the audit on a timely 


basis, either informally or via a report to the Council.


Respective responsibilities


As auditor we are responsible for performing the audit in accordance with ISAs (UK and 


Ireland), which is directed towards forming and expressing an opinion on the financial 


statements that have been prepared by management with the oversight of those charged 


with governance.


This plan has been prepared in the context of the Statement of Responsibilities of 


Auditors and Audited Bodies issued by Public Sector Audit Appointments Limited 


(http://www.psaa.co.uk/appointing-auditors/terms-of-appointment/)


We have been appointed as the Council's independent external auditors by the Audit 


Commission, the body responsible for appointing external auditors to local public bodies 


in England at the time of our appointment. As external auditors, we have a broad remit 


covering finance and governance matters. 


Our annual work programme is set in accordance with the Code of Audit Practice ('the 


Code') issued by the NAO and includes nationally prescribed and locally determined 


work (https://www.nao.org.uk/code-audit-practice/about-code/). Our work considers the 


CCG's key risks when reaching our conclusions under the Code. 


The audit of the financial statements does not relieve management or those charged with 


governance of their responsibilities.


It is the responsibility of the Council to ensure that proper arrangements are in place for 


the conduct of its business, and that public money is safeguarded and properly 


accounted for.  We have considered how the Council is fulfilling these responsibilities.
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'Grant Thornton' means Grant Thornton UK LLP, a limited 
liability partnership. 


Grant Thornton is a member firm of Grant Thornton International Ltd 
(Grant Thornton International). References to 'Grant Thornton' are 
to the brand under which the Grant Thornton member firms operate 
and refer to one or more member firms, as the context requires. 
Grant Thornton International and the member firms are not a 
worldwide partnership. Services are delivered independently by 
member firms, which are not responsible for the services or activities 
of one another. Grant Thornton International does not provide 
services to clients. 


grant-thornton.co.uk
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The contents of this report relate only to the matters which have come to our attention, which we believe need to be 


reported to you as part of our audit process. It is not a comprehensive record of all the relevant matters, which may 


be subject to change, and in particular we cannot be held responsible to you for reporting all of the risks which may 


affect your business or any weaknesses in your internal controls. This report has been prepared solely for your 


benefit and should not be quoted in whole or in part without our prior written consent. We do not accept any 


responsibility for any loss occasioned to any third party acting, or refraining from acting on the basis of the content 


of this report, as this report was not prepared for, nor intended for, any other purpose.
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Introduction


Members of the Audit Committee can find further useful material on our website www.grant-thornton.co.uk, where we have a 


section dedicated to our work in the public sector. Here you can download copies of our publications and latest articles:


• CFO Insights – reviewing council's 2015/16 spend (December 2016); http://www.grantthornton.co.uk/en/insights/cfo-


insights-reviewing-councils-201516-spend/


• Fraud risk, 'adequate procedures', and local authorities (December 2016); 


http://www.grantthornton.co.uk/en/insights/fraud-risk-adequate-procedures-and-local-authorities/


• New laws to prevent fraud may affect the public sector (November 2016); 


http://www.grantthornton.co.uk/en/insights/new-laws-to-prevent-fraud-may-affect-the-public-sector/


• Brexit: local government – transitioning successfully (December 2016) 


http://www.grantthornton.co.uk/en/insights/brexit-local-government--transitioning-successfully/


• Link to our webinar on the implications of  article 50


http://www.grantthornton.co.uk/en/insights/article-50--what-happened-and-what-does-it-mean/


If you would like further information on any items in this briefing, or would like to register with Grant Thornton to receive 


regular email updates on issues that are of interest to you, please contact either your Engagement Lead or Engagement 


Manager.


This paper provides the Audit Committee with a report 


on progress in delivering our responsibilities as your 


external auditors. 


The contents of this report relate only to the matters which have come to our attention, which we believe need to be 


reported to you as part of our audit process. It is not a comprehensive record of all the relevant matters, which may 


be subject to change, and in particular we cannot be held responsible to you for reporting all of the risks which may 


affect your business or any weaknesses in your internal controls. This report has been prepared solely for your 


benefit and should not be quoted in whole or in part without our prior written consent. We do not accept any 


responsibility for any loss occasioned to any third party acting, or refraining from acting on the basis of the content 


of this report, as this report was not prepared for, nor intended for, any other purpose.



http://www.grantthornton.co.uk/en/insights/knowing-the-ropes--audit-committee-effectiveness-review-2015/

http://www.grantthornton.co.uk/en/insights/brexit-local-government--transitioning-successfully/

http://www.grantthornton.co.uk/en/insights/article-50--what-happened-and-what-does-it-mean/
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Progress at 18 April 2017


2016/17 work Planned Date Complete? Comments


Fee Letter 
We are required to issue a 'Planned fee letter for 2016/17' by the 


end of April 2016
April 2016 Yes The 2016/17 fee letter was issued in April 2016.


Accounts Audit Plan
We are required to issue a detailed accounts audit plan to the 


Council setting out our proposed approach in order to give an 


opinion on the Council's 2016/17 financial statements.


April 2017 Yes The Audit Plan is included on the agenda of this meeting.


Interim accounts audit 
Our interim fieldwork visit plan included:


• updated review of the Council's control environment


• updated understanding of financial systems


• review of Internal Audit reports on core financial systems


• early work on emerging accounting issues


• early substantive testing


• Value for Money conclusion risk assessment.


Feb – March 2017 Yes The results of the interim audit are reported in the Audit Plan, which is 


a separate item on the agenda of this meeting.


Final accounts audit
Including:


• audit of the 2016/17 financial statements


• proposed opinion on the Council's accounts


• proposed Value for Money conclusion


• review of the Council's disclosures in the consolidated accounts 


against the Code of Practice on Local Authority Accounting in 


the United Kingdom 2016/17  


July – Sept 2017 Not yet due We will undertake work on your draft financial statements to provide an 


opinion by end of August 2017, in advance of the statutory deadline of 


30 September 2017. The final accounts audit is scheduled to start on 


17 July 2017.
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Progress at 18 April 2017


2016/17 work Planned Date Complete? Comments


Value for Money (VfM) conclusion
The scope of our work is unchanged to 2015/16 and is set out in the final 
guidance issued by the National Audit Office in November 2015. The Code 
requires auditors to satisfy themselves that; "the Council has made proper 
arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of 
resources".


The guidance confirmed the overall criterion as; "in all significant respects, the 
audited body had proper arrangements to ensure it took properly informed 
decisions and deployed resources to achieve planned and sustainable 
outcomes for taxpayers and local people".


The three sub criteria for assessment to be able to give a conclusion overall 
are:


• Informed decision making


• Sustainable resource deployment


• Working with partners and other third parties


March – July 2017 In progress The results of our initial risk assessment are reported in our 
audit plan which is included as a separate item on the 
agenda of this meeting.


Other areas of work 
• Housing benefit subsidy claim


Sept – Nov 2017 Not yet due


Annual Audit Letter
A summary of all work completed as part of the 2016/17 audit. October 2017 Not yet due


Grant Thornton events
• We held an Income Generation workshop in Exeter on 13 October 2016. The aim of these events is to bring together senior leaders from local government and the private and 


investment sectors to stimulate cross-sector debate and consider current and future funding models. The workshop was attended by your Head of Resources.


• We held a Faster Close workshop on 19 October 2016 in Exeter. This workshop is aimed at local authority practitioners and will consider the main factors for authorities to consider 


in accelerating their financial reporting procedures to produce their year-end accounts. The workshop was attended by members of North Devon's Finance team.


• Our Joint Venture Seminar was held in Taunton on 6 December 2016, which provided an insight into setting up and running JVs and was attended by 22 officers and members from 


Councils in the South West, including Jon Triggs from North Devon District Council. 


• We are holding our own local government accounts workshops on 2016/17. Local events are being held in Plymouth on 28 February and in Bristol on 1 March.  Your Head of 


Resources and Accountancy Manager attended the workshops.







Sector issues and developments
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Local Government Finance Settlement
The final local government settlement for 2017/18 was 


published on 20 February. The settlement reflects the 


Government's aim that all councils will become self funding, 


with central government grants being phased out. This is year 


two of the four year offer, which has been accepted by 97% 


of councils. 


There is an expectation that councils will continue to improve 


efficiencies  with measures including further developments in 


digital technology, new delivery models and innovative 


partnership arrangements.


100% business rates retention


The announcement has an increased focus on business rates, 


with the expectation that by the end of the current 


Parliament, local government will keep 100% of the income 


raised through business rates.  The exact details of the 


reforms are yet to be determined.  This includes confirming 


which additional responsibilities will be devolved to local 


government and funded through these retained rates. Pilots 


of the reforms are taking place across the country from April 


2017.


The results of a recent Municipal  Journal survey  2017 State of 
Local Government Finance have recently been published. 


http://downloads2.dodsmonitoring.com/downloads/Misc_Fil


es/LocalGovFinance.pdf


Respondents expressed concern about the lack of detail in the 


proposals, uncertainty around equalisation measures and the 


scale of appeals.  


Nearly 50% of Councils responding believe they will lose from 


the transition to 100% retention of business rates.  Views were 


evenly split as to whether the proposals would incentivise local 


economic growth.


Social Care Funding 


Funding allocations reflect increased funding of social care with a 


stated £3.5 billion of funding for social care by 2019/2020.


In this year's settlement £240 million of new homes bonus has 


been redirected into  the adult social care grant.  In addition 


councils are once again be able to raise the precept by up to 3% 


for funding of social care.


Recognising that funding is not the only answer, further reforms 


are to be brought forward to support the provision of a 


sustainable market for social care.  There is an expectation that all 


areas of the country move towards the integration of health and 


social care services by 2020.


Paul Dossett Head of  Local Government in Grant 


Thornton LLP  has commented on the Government 


proposals for social care funding (see link for full article).


"The government’s changes to council tax and the social care 


precept, announced by the Secretary of State for DCLG as part of 


the latest local government finance settlement, will seem to many 


as nothing more than a temporary fix. There is real concern about 


the postcode lottery nature of these tax-raising powers that are 


intended to fund our ailing social care system."   


“Our analysis on social care shows that the most deprived areas 


in the UK derive the lowest proportion of their income from 


council tax. " 


“Conversely, more affluent areas collecting more council tax will 


potentially receive a bigger financial benefit from these 


measures.” 


"Our analysis shows that the impact and effectiveness of the 


existing social care precept is not equal across authorities. So any 


further changes to tax raising powers for local government will


"Social care precept changes 


will not help those living in 


more deprived areas" 


"The UK has a long tradition of 


providing care to those who 


need it most. If that is to 


continue, the government must 


invest in a robust social care 


system that can cater for all 


based on needs and not on 


geography. From a taxpayer’s 


perspective this is a zero sum 


game. For every £1 not 


invested in social care, the cost 


to the NHS is considerably 


more"


National developments


Links: 


https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/final-local-


government-finance-settlement-2017-to-2018


http://www.grantthornton.co.uk/en/news-centre/local-


government-financial-settlement-comment-social-care-


precept-changes-will-not-help-those-living-in-more-


deprived-areas/


http://www.grantthornton.co.uk/en/insights/council-tax-


alone-wont-solve-the-social-care-crisis/


not tackle the crisis of social care in our most 


disadvantaged communities and arguably make 


only make a small dent in the cost demands in 


our more affluent communities."



http://downloads2.dodsmonitoring.com/downloads/Misc_Files/LocalGovFinance.pdf

https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/final-local-government-finance-settlement-2017-to-2018

https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/final-local-government-finance-settlement-2017-to-2018

http://www.grantthornton.co.uk/en/news-centre/local-government-financial-settlement-comment-social-care-precept-changes-will-not-help-those-living-in-more-deprived-areas/

http://www.grantthornton.co.uk/en/insights/council-tax-alone-wont-solve-the-social-care-crisis/
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Pooling of  LGPS
From 1 April 2018 £200bn of assets from 90 LGPS 


funds across England and Wales will be merged into 


six ‘British Wealth Funds’. By pooling investment, 


costs can be reduced through economies of scale and 


through sharing of expertise, while the schemes can 


maintain overall investment performance. Pension funds 


will continue to be managed and maintained by the 


separate administering authorities. The selection of fund 


managers will be made by the investment pool operator 


on behalf of a pool of co-operating administrative 


authorities, while individual investment strategies, 


including asset allocation, will remain the responsibility of 


the individual administrative authority.  


Potentially eight pools are to be established across the 


country with total assets ranging from £13bn in both the 


LPP  and  Wales pool, to £36bn in the Border to Coast 


pool.  It is expected that assets will be transferred to the 


pools as soon as practicable after 1 April 2018.  


Tasks to be completed by April 2018 include:


• creating legal structures for pools


• transferring staff


• creating supervisory boards/ committees


• obtaining FCA authorisations


• appointing providers


• assessing MiFID II implications


• determining pool structures for each asset type


The funds themselves will retain responsibility  for:


• investment strategy


• asset allocation


• having a responsible investment strategy


• reporting to employers and members


Governance arrangements 


There is  no mandatory membership of oversight 


structures. It is for  each pool to develop the proposals 


they consider appropriate. The majority of decision 


making remains at the local level and therefore the 


involvement of local pension boards in those areas would 


not change. Scheme managers should consider how best 


to involve their pension boards in ensuring the effective 


implementation of investment and responsible investment 


strategies by pools, which could include representation on 


oversight structures.


CIPFA in the recent article  Clear pools: the future of the 


LGPS highlights the need for good governance  


particularly  in view of  the complex web of stakeholders 


involved in investment pooling,.  Robust governance will 


be vital to ensuring a smooth transition and continuing 


operation of the funds 


National developments


Link: 


http://www.cipfa.org/cipfa-


thinks/cipfa-thinks-


articles/clear-pools-the-future-


of-the-lgps?


typical structure of 


LGPS Pool



https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/ZpXABIg4kMcx?domain=email.cipfa.org.uk
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Fixing our broken housing market
DCLG published its housing White Paper on 7 February 


2017. It opens with the statement:


“The housing market in this country is broken, and the 


cause is very simple: for too long, we haven’t built enough 


homes.”


It goes on to summarise three key challenges in the 


housing market.


1. Over 40 per cent of local planning authorities do not 


have a plan that meets the projected growth in 


households in their area. 


2. The pace of development is too slow. There is a large 


gap between permissions granted and new homes 


built. More than a third of new homes that were 


granted planning permission between 2010/11 and 


2015/16 have yet to be built.


3. The structure of the housing market makes it harder 


to increase supply. Housing associations have been 


doing well – they’re behind around a third of all new 


housing completed over the past five years – but the 


commercial developers still dominate the market.


The proposals in the White Paper set out how the 


Government intends to boost housing supply and, over 


the long term, create a more efficient housing market 


whose outcomes more closely match the needs and 


aspirations of all households and which supports wider 


economic prosperity.


It states that the challenge of increasing housing supply 


cannot be met by the government acting alone and 


summarises how the government will work with local 


authorities, private developers, local communities, housing 


associations and not for profit developers, lenders, and 


utility companies and infrastructure providers.


For local authorities, the government is:


• offering higher fees and new capacity funding to 


develop planning departments, simplified plan-


making, and more funding for infrastructure; 


• will make it easier for local authorities to take action 


against those who do not build out once permissions 


have been granted; and


• is interested in the scope for bespoke housing deals to 


make the most of local innovation. 


The government is looking to local authorities to be as 


ambitious and innovative as possible to get homes built 


in their area. It is asking all local authorities to:


• develop an up-to-date plan with their communities 


that meets their housing requirement (or, if that is not 


possible, to work with neighbouring authorities to 


ensure it is met); 


• decide applications for development promptly; and


• ensure the homes they have planned for are built out 


on time. 


The White Paper states that it is crucial that local 


authorities hold up their end of the bargain. It goes on to 


say that where local authorities are not making sufficient 


progress on producing or reviewing their plans, the 


Government will intervene. It also notes that where the 


number of homes being built is below expectations, the 


new housing delivery test will ensure that action is taken.


The White Paper goes on to consider in more detail:


• Planning for the right homes in the right places


• Building homes faster 


• Diversifying the market


• Helping people now


National developments


Consultation on the White Paper will begin on 7 


February 2017. The consultation will run for 12 


weeks and will close on 2 May 2017.


The White Paper is available at:


https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/syste


m/uploads/attachment_data/file/590464/Fixing


_our_broken_housing_market_-


_print_ready_version.pdf



https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/590464/Fixing_our_broken_housing_market_-_print_ready_version.pdf





Grant Thornton
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The income spectrum
Helping local authorities to achieve revenue and strategic objectives to create a vibrant economies


Grant Thornton market insight


Income generation is increasingly an essential part of the solution to providing sustainable local services, alongside managing demand 


reduction and cost efficiency. Our report gives local authorities the tools needed to maximise their ability to do so.


Our new research on income generation which includes our CFO Insights too suggests that:


• councils are increasingly using income generation to diversify their funding base, and are commercialising in a 


variety of ways. This ranges from fees and charges (household garden waste, car parking, private use of 


public spaces), asset management (utilities, personnel, advertising, wifi concession license) and company 


spin-offs (housing, energy, local challenger banks), through to treasury investments (real estate development, 


solar farms, equity investment).


• the ideal scenario to commercialise is investing to earn with a financial and social return. Councils are now 


striving to generate income in way which achieves multiple strategic outcomes for the same spend; 


examining options to balance budgets while simultaneously boosting growth, supporting vulnerable 


communities and protecting the environment.


• stronger commercialisation offers real potential for councils to meet revenue and strategic challenges for 


2020 onwards. Whilst there are examples of good practice and innovation, this opportunity is not being fully 


exploited across the sector due to an absence of a holistic and integrated approach to corporate strategy 


development (a common vision for success, understanding current performance, selecting appropriate new 


opportunities, the capacity and culture to deliver change). 


To support local authorities as they develop income generation strategies, the report provides:


• case study examples


• local authority spend analysis


• examples of innovative financial mechanisms


• critical success factors to consider
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NORTH DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL 
 


REPORT TO: AUDIT COMMITTEE 


Date: 05 May 2017 


TOPIC: AUDIT RECOMMENDATION TRACKER 


REPORT BY: HEAD OF CORPORATE AND COMMUNITY 
SERVICES 


 


1 Introduction 
 


1.1 This is the regular progress report to the Committee in relation to action taken to 
address internal and external audit recommendations. 


 
2. Recommendations 


 
2.1 That the Committee note the actions that have been taken to address identified risks 


since the 07 March 2017 Committee meeting. 
 


2.2 That the Committee raises any areas of concern arising from the list of outstanding 
recommendations. 


 


3. Reasons for Recommendations 
 


3.1 To give assurance to the Committee that audit recommendations are being actively 
managed, and to give the Committee a full opportunity to review any areas of concern. 


 


4. Report 
 


4.1 SMT has reviewed the high and medium risk audit recommendations to assess progress 
and instigate any required actions. 
 


4.2 Since the last meeting the number of recommendations now tracked has remained at 
1,121. 
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Table A) Live Audit Reports, Status & Numbers 
 
Code 
 


 
Title 


 
Status 


 
Progress 


 
High 
Risk 


 
Medium 
Risk 


 
Low 
Risk 


14 AP Action Plan 2013/14  Overdue 92% 0 1 1 


14 E&D Equality & Diversity 2013/14  Overdue 50% 0 1 2 


14 FM Fraud Management 2014/15  Overdue 98% 0 6 1 


15 AH Affordable Housing  2014/15  Overdue 85% 0 1 4 


15 APAP Audit Plan Action Plan YR End Mar 2015  Overdue 92% 0 1 1 


15 DB Data Back-ups 2014/15  Overdue 78% 0 2 2 


15 DR Disaster Recovery 2015/16  Overdue 89% 0 6 0 


15 ES Efficiency Savings  Overdue 82% 0 1 1 


15 HN (CBL) Housing Needs (Choice Based Lettings) 2015/16  Overdue 60% 0 1 0 


15 P Payroll 2015/16  Overdue 98% 0 0 3 


15 PSR (DFG) Private Sector Renewal (Disability Facilities Grants) 
2015/16 


  Overdue 86% 0 1 2 


15 RM&CG Risk Management & Corporate Governance 2014/15  Overdue 87% 0 1 3 


16 BCM Business Continuity Management 2015/16  In Progress 76% 0 8 1 


16 EP Emergency Planning 2015/16  In Progress 65% 0 5 6 


16 L Licencing  Overdue 0% 0 0 1 


16 CSC Customer Service Centre 2015/2016 In Progress 60% 0 1 4 


16 BC Building Control 2016/17 In Progress 0% 0 0 3 


16 CC Cash Collection 2015/16  Overdue 92% 0 0 2 


16 HN (CBL) Housing Needs (Choice Based Lettings) 2016/17  Overdue 85% 0 0 5 


16 ITIL ITIL Review 2016/17  Overdue 77% 0 5 0 


16 PL Planning Applications 2015/16  Overdue 91% 0 3 0 


16 SP Severance Packages 2015/16 In Progress 50% 0 1 1 


16 C&CE Contracts and Capital Expenditure In Progress 50% 0 2 1 


17 MAS&BC  Main Accounting System & Budgetary Control 2016/17  In Progress 0% 0 0 1 


17 C Creditors (including ordering process) 2016/17  Overdue 75% 0 0 4 


17 RM&CG Risk Management & Corporate Governance 2016/17  In Progress 0% 0 3 1 
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Table B) Audit recommendations setting completed since the last Audit Committee 


 
Recommendation Closure Note Original Due 


Date 
Completed 
Date 


16 EP 04 Exercising Strategy Whilst good progress had been made with DEPS on planning and training, the 
development of an exercising strategy is still not scheduled. 
 
I have developed a strategy for NDC with DEPS reference which they and we are 
happy represents an approach that is fit for purpose and may be adopted by DEPS at 
a later date. 


30-Apr-2017 14-Mar-2017 


16 EP 07 Training Delivered to 
Date 


Practice is now streamlined and all training delivered for NDC officers is captured 
through HR. 
All evaluations are collated and shared.  The modular training curriculum planned for 
NDC through DEPS in Q2 17/18 will continue to be monitored and co-ordinated in this 
way. 


30-Apr-2017 14-Mar-2017 


16 ITIL 02 Process Capability and 
Internal Integration 


The ITIL pages now include information on how the Change Advisory Board works, the 
process and the roles. 
 
Page = http://insite.northdevon.gov.uk/services/chief-executive-and-
corporate/ict/itil/change-advisory-board/ 
 


31-Mar-2017 07-Apr-2017 


16 ITIL 03 Products and Quality 
Control 


The Service Desk has reviewed the way in which it reports incidents and problem 
management and service requests. These have been re-categorised to align with the 
Service Level Agreements, which are now also on the ITIL Pages. A monthly report is 
produced to review performance against our SLAs and lessons learnt to improve the 
quality moving forward. 


31-Mar-2017 07-Apr-2017 


 
 
 
 
 
 



http://insite.northdevon.gov.uk/services/chief-executive-and-corporate/ict/itil/change-advisory-board/

http://insite.northdevon.gov.uk/services/chief-executive-and-corporate/ict/itil/change-advisory-board/
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Table C) Outstanding Audit Recommendations where Heads of Service have requested a revision to the due date1 
 


Code Description Progress 
Requested revised due date 


+ latest note 
Original Due 
Date 


Due Date 


14 FM 03 Fraud 
Awareness 
Programme with 
training sessions & e-
learning package 


The Council should have a fraud 
awareness programme with training 
sessions which are monitored and 
reviewed for compliance. Such training 
should be proportionate and therefore 
can be brief, for example fraud briefings 
at either team meetings or at specific 
training events; and use of an e-
learning package.  


 


31-Mar-2017 ICT continuing to 
work on a script to monitor the 
usage of the training programme. 
 
Request revised due date:  
30 June 2017 


31-Dec-2014 28-Feb-2017 


15 DR 05 Undertake 
new Business Impact 
Assessment to ensure 
critial systems in DR 
Plan are correct. 
Include SMT in 
development of DR 
Plan + annual BIA 
conducted to ensure 
criticality of system in 
line with business 
need 


Disaster Recovery Procedures 
A new Business Impact Assessment 
(BIA) should be undertaken to ensure 
that the critical systems listed in the DR 
Plan are the correct ones.  
There should be input from other areas 
of the Council and from SMT in the 
development of a DR Plan to ensure 
that it meets the Council's needs.  
If possible, an annual BIA should be 
conducted to ensure that the criticality 
of the systems identified are in line with 
the business needs.  


 


07-Apr-2017 In line with 14 AGS 
02 - The Community Protection 
Manager has already confirmed 
that the Business Impact 
Assessment method is not 
appropriate for the ICT Team. 
The ICT Team have carried out a 
review of all of the Business 
Impact Assessments and the 
current version of the Disaster 
Recovery Plan no longer aligns to 
the expectations of the business. 
A report is being prepared setting 
out the significant increase on 
services who now identify that 
ICT must be available on day 1, 3 
and 5 and forming part of this 
report will be ICTs Service Risk 
Register identifying other 
mitigating actions that could be 
planned with indicative costs 
associated to each of those + the 
recovery plans that we could 


12-Oct-2015 28-Feb-2017 


                                           
1 Where possible show what if any progress has been made since the last time the recommendation was reported. 
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Code Description Progress 
Requested revised due date 


+ latest note 
Original Due 
Date 


Due Date 


currently deliver. 
 
Request revised due date: 
31 October 2017 
 


15 DR 06 Test DR 
Plan annually. Test 
reports documented 
with lessons learn & 
incorporated in DR 
Plan. SMT be 
informed for DR test 
results to inform their 
decision making 


DR Plan Test 
The DR Plan should be tested annually.  
DR test reports should be documented 
with lessons learned incorporated into 
the DR Plan.  
Senior Management should be 
informed of DR test results and reports 
in order to inform their decision making.  


 


30-Mar-2017 See also note for 15 
DR 05 which relates to this 
recommendation also. 
 
Request revised due date: 
31 October 2017 


31-Dec-2015 28-Feb-2017 


15 HN (CBL) 01 
Housing Team to 
review the housing 
waiting list to confirm 
details are still correct 
/ change in 
circumstances, that 
they wish to remain on 
the register + review 
all Band B every 6 
months 


Housing Waiting List Review 
The Housing team should undertake a 
review of all applicants to:  
.         Confirm that the details on the 
register are still correct  
.         Check whether there have been 
any changes in an applicant’s 
circumstances  
.         Confirm that the applicant wants 
to stay on the housing register. The 
Housing team should also contact, or at 
least review, all applicants in Band B 
every 6 months, although this would 
exclude those for prevention of 
homelessness or statutory 
homelessness as these are reviewed 
weekly as standard.  


 
Please see below for latest note 
  


31-Oct-2015 31-Oct-2015 


04-Apr-2017 Section 3.21 of the DHC policy relates to ‘Review of the Devon Home Choice register’  and states ‘all local authorities in Devon will 
review the applicants on the housing register at lease once every 3 years in order to………………’ 
NDC have chosen to undertaken annual reviews and last review was undertaken early 2014.  DHC IT provider changed from Abritas to Home 
Connections in June 2014. 
Although the renewal module was transferred to the system in early March 2016, there were issues highlighted with the online change of 
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Code Description Progress 
Requested revised due date 


+ latest note 
Original Due 
Date 


Due Date 


circumstances form (which is required as part of the renewal process).  Therefore, the DHC Co-ordinator worked with Home Connections for the 
required development.  During the development process, additional enhancements where included (address history & annual policy review changes 
agreed), which has resulted in a better system.  An extensive testing programme was undertaken by the DHC Co-ordinator and local authorities.  
Therefore, we were unable to undertake the renewal process during this period (which unfortunately was delayed).  
Attached email from DHC Co-ordinator (dated 9.2.17) advising that local authorities can commence the renewal process; NDC will commence Q1 
17/18. 
In relation to the review of applicants in Band B; NDC undertake weekly review of applicants in Band B under the following categories – 
homelessness, prevention of homelessness and ready to move on from supported accommodation.  This review ensures that the applicants details 
on the register are still current and that the applicant is actively bidding (as there may be consequences if they are not bidding or refuse properties).  
 
Applicants in the remaining categories for Band B are: severely overcrowded, under occupying tenants of DHC partner landlord, high 
health/wellbeing, high housing defect, social need or to support the delivery of another service and effective management of social housing in Devon.  
A review of these applications was undertaken Q1 16/17 and following the completion of the renewal process, regular reviews will be undertaken. 
 
Request Revised Due Date: 30 June 17 
 


16 ITIL 04 
Management 
Information and 
External Integration 


Management should consider 
improving processes relating to 
Management Information and External 
Integration for Change Management 
and Configuration Management. 
Improvements should also be made 
regarding External Integration for 
Service Level Management.  


 


07-Apr-2017Each service is 
assigned an Account Manager 
who meet with teams to advise on 
corporate developments, changes 
planned to their systems and to 
understand the future needs of 
that business. The ICT newsletter 
has not been developed. 
 
Request revised due date:  
30 June 2017 
 


01-Nov-2016 31-Mar-2017 


16 ITIL 05 Customer 
Interface 


Management should consider 
improving processes relating to the 
Customer Interface area for Change 
Management, Configuration 
Management and Service Level 
Management.  


 


07-Apr-2017 The Account 
Manager meetings are taking 
place, but we have yet to put in 
place an appropriate / 
standardised way of gathering 
customer satisfaction to align with 
the Service Desk reports. There 
is a plan to encourage more 


01-Nov-2016 31-Mar-2017 
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Code Description Progress 
Requested revised due date 


+ latest note 
Original Due 
Date 


Due Date 


service requests to be done via 
Insite and the satisfaction of 
customers could be gathered at 
this point. We just need to 
overcome the single-sign on 
issue. 
 
Request revised due date:  
30 June 2017 
 


14 AGS 02 Review & 
update the IT Disaster 
Recovery Plan 


To have in place an adequate plan and 
policy to deal with major ICT risks   


07-Apr-2017 In line with 15 DR 05 
- The ICT Team have carried out 
a review of all of the Business 
Impact Assessments and the 
current version of the Disaster 
Recovery Plan no longer aligns to 
the expectations of the business. 
A report is being prepared setting 
out the significant increase on 
services who now identify that 
ICT must be available on day 1, 3 
and 5 and forming part of this 
report will be ICTs Service Risk 
Register identifying other 
mitigating actions that could be 
planned with indicative costs 
associated to each of those + the 
recovery plans that we could 
currently deliver. 
 
Request revised due date:  
31 October 2017 
 


31-Mar-2015 28-Feb-2017 


14 AGS 04 A review of 
all business continuity 
plans 


To have in place adequate and current 
plans to ensure that the services 
provided by the Council continue 


 


26 -04-2017 As this 
recommendation links with 14 
AGS 04, a request is made to 


31-Mar-2015 31-Dec-2015 
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Code Description Progress 
Requested revised due date 


+ latest note 
Original Due 
Date 


Due Date 


should major incidents occur align due dates. 
 
Request revised due date:  
31 October 2017 
 


16 C & CE 02 Due 
Diligence of 
Consultants 


The Council's contract procedure 
guidance should include the due 
diligence of consultants.  


 


25-04-2017 HoS believes the 
report amendment is minor and 
would serve only to give the 
matter more clarity. Therefore an 
extension will be required to 
include this amendment to the 
constitution when we next make a 
change which is imminent due to 
the move within Building Control. 
To make this amendment alone 
would be wasting time and 
recourse. 
 
Request revised due date:  
31 July 2017 
 


30-Sep-2016 31-Mar-2017 
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Table D: Outstanding Audit Recommendations 


Code Description Progress Latest Note 
Original 
Due Date 


Due Date 


16 PL 03 S106 
Agreements 


We recommend that as part of the Contract audit 
2016/17 a review the administration of Section 
106 Agreements is completed to assess the 
effectiveness of service delivery.  


 


05-Apr-2017 Process Review has been 
undertaken and the draft Process has 
been mapped. To be tested with 
internal and external stakeholders over 
Q1 2017 - 18. 


31-Dec-
2016 


31-Dec-2016 
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5. Progress tracking of Annual Governance Statement 
 


5.1 An annual review of NDC’s governance arrangements leads to the Annual Governance 
Statement, which forms part of the Statement of Accounts.  


 
5.2 In addition to any other issues the review captures recommendations from external and 


internal audit and inspections and sets out an action plan. This plan is tracked through 
Covalent.  


 


2013/14 AGS action plan is 94 % complete 


2014/15 AGS action plan is 96 % complete 


 
6. Constitution Context  
 


Appendix and 
paragraph 


Referred or 
delegated power? 


5.5 Delegated 
 


7. Statement of Internal Advice 
 
7.1 The author (below) confirms that advice has been taken from all appropriate Councillors 


and officers. 
 


 
Author: Sarah Higgins     Date: 26


th
 April 2017   


Reference: Audit Recommendation Report May 2017 V.1.1 
 


. 
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Table E: Annual Governance Statement 
 


Code Description Status Progress Bar Latest Note 
Original Due 
Date 


Due Date 


15 AGS 08 Complete 
audit recommendations 
to comply with agreed 
deadlines 


 
 


Overdue 
 


75% 
 


No Change 


12-Jan-2017 There are some 2015/16 
audit recommendations outstanding 
that are currently still being working 
on. 


31-Mar-2016 31-Mar-2016 


 








Audit Committee Work Programme 2017/18 


This work programme provides structure for the Audit Committee to ensure it receives reports and updates at the 


appropriate meetings throughout the year. It is reviewed and updated at each committee meeting.  


 
 


9/5/17 4/7/17 5/9/17 7/11/17 9/1/18 6/3/18 


North Devon Council items 
 


      


Review of the Committee’s 
Terms of Reference 


      


Annual Review of the 
Committee’s effectiveness 


      


Half Yearly Report of the Chair 
of the Audit Committee. 


      


Annual Governance 
Statement 


      


Statement of Accounts 
 


      


Corporate Risk Register 
 


      


Major changes to Accounting 
Policies Management 
procedures to be reported by 
the Head of Resources 
 


      


Review on Governance 
Arrangements 


      


21:21 Phase 2 Report 
 


      


Appointment of External 
Auditors 2018/19 to 2022/23 
 


      


Update on Business 
Continuity 
 
 


      







 
 


9/5/17 4/7/17 5/9/17 7/11/17 9/1/18 6/3/18 


Internal Audit items 
 


      


Internal Audit Annual report 
 


      


Internal Audit Strategy and 
Plan 


      


Internal Audit Charter (Once a 
year) 


      


External Audit items 
 


      


External Audit Fee Letter 
 


      


Audit Findings Report 
 


      


External Audit Annual Audit 
Letter 


      


External Audit Plan 
 


      


External Audit Letter of 
Representation 


      


Certification Work Report 
 


      


External Audit Progress 
Report 


      


Standing Items 
 


      


Internal Audit Progress Report 
 


      


Audit Recommendation 
Tracker 


      


Work Programme 
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This report and the work connected therewith are subject to the Terms and Conditions of the Contract dated 4 
April 2016 between North Devon District Council and Mazars Public LLP.   


The Report was prepared solely for the use and benefit of North Devon District Council and to the fullest extent 
permitted by law Mazars LLP accepts no responsibility and disclaims all liability to any third party who purports to 
use or rely for any reason whatsoever on the Report, its contents, conclusions, any extract, reinterpretation, 
amendment and/or modification. Accordingly, any reliance placed on the Report, its contents, conclusions, any 
extract, reinterpretation, amendment and/or modification by any third party is entirely at their own risk. 
 
Mazars LLP is the UK firm of Mazars, an international advisory and accountancy group.  Mazars LLP is registered 
by the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales to carry out company audit work
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1. INTRODUCTION 


1.1 The purpose of internal audit is to provide Members and the Chief Executive, through the 
Audit Committee, with an independent and objective opinion on risk management, control and 
governance and their effectiveness in achieving North Devon District Council’s agreed 
objectives.  In order to provide this opinion, we are required to review annually the risk 
management and governance processes within North Devon District Council and on a cyclical 
basis, the operation of internal control systems within the organisation. 


1.2 This report sets out the internal audit activity since the last Audit Committee meeting in March 
2017 for North Devon District Council.  


   


2. COMPLETION OF THE INTERNAL AUDIT PLAN  


2.1 Appendix I details the 2016/17 Audit Plan and shows the status of work to date and the 
number of days delivered.   


The following tables summarise progress against the plan:  


Number of audits in plan  17  


Number of audits finalised  11 66% 


Number of audits issued at draft  1 5% 


Number of audits in progress 4 24% 


Number of audits with agreed planned dates 1 5% 


Number of audits to be planned 0 0% 


 
2.2 We can report that 76% (excluding contingency) of the 2016/17 Operational Internal Audit 


Plan has been completed, based on the number of days delivered.   


2.3 We have now issued the following final report. 


Follow Up 


 


2.4 Appendix II details the 2016/17 Audit recommendations for individual reports with a full or 
substantial overall opinion finalised since the last Audit Committee meeting.  
Recommendations with a priority rating of 2 are detailed in full whilst those with a rating of 3 
are not shown in detail.  In addition an overall audit opinion is given for each report.   


Management responses are only included where there is a substantial comment.  Where 
management has accepted the recommendation this has not been included. 
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Significant Control Weaknesses 2016/17 


2.5 Based on the work we have undertaken, there are no Priority One recommendations to bring 
to the attention of the Audit Committee.  


Performance of the Internal Audit Service   


2.6 The following table details the Internal Audit service performance for the 2016/17 year 
measured against the key performance indicators set out in the Internal Audit Quality Plan.   


 


No. Performance indicator  Target  Actual  


1. A close out meeting to be held for each audit 
 


100% 100% 


2. Average period between the close out meeting and 
issue of the draft report   


10 days 9.1 days 


3. Average period between the receipt of final 
management responses and issue of the final report  
 


10 days  1.2 days 


4. Average customer satisfaction score (measured by 
survey for each audit) – (Target is 85% of 3 or above)  
5=Very good; 4=Good; 3=Satisfactory; 2=Poor; 1= Very poor 


3 4.6 


 


3. Action Required   


3.1 The Audit Committee is asked to note our progress report. 
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Appendix I – Progress against the Internal Audit Plan 2016/17 


 


 Audit Title Proposed 
Quarter 


Planned 
Days 


Anticipated 
Risk Level 


Assurance Priority 


One 


Priority 


Two 


Priority 


Three 


 Status 


1. Risk Management and 
Corporate Governance 


Q4 10 Medium Substantial 0 3 1 Final 


2. Main Accounting 
System and Budgetary 
Control 


Q3 10 High Substantial 0 0 1 Final 


3. Creditors Q2 10 Medium Substantial 0 0 3 Final 


4. Payroll Q3 10 Medium Substantial 0 1 2 Final 


5. Cash Collection Q2 10 Medium Substantial 0 1 2 Final 


6. Council Tax and NNDR Q1 15 Medium Substantial 0 0 1 Final 


7. Housing Benefits Q2 10 Medium Substantial 0 2 0 Final 


8. Security of Premises Q3 10 Medium     Draft 


9. Housing Needs, 
including Choice Based 
Lettings 


Q2 10 Medium Substantial 0 0 5 Final 


10. Building Control Q1 10 Low Substantial 0 0 3 Final 


11. CCTV Q4 10 Medium     In progress 


12. Contracts and Capital 
Expenditure (including 
the management of 
Section 106 
arrangements) 


Q4 15* High     In progress 


13. Civil Contingencies Plan 
(Follow up with 
Business Continuity)  


Q2 10 High n/a    Final 
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 Audit Title Proposed 
Quarter 


Planned 
Days 


Anticipated 
Risk Level 


Assurance Priority 


One 


Priority 


Two 


Priority 


Three 


 Status 


14. Information Technology  


(to include Outlook 
system & exchange 
server security – 10 
days, with further audit 
choices to follow) 


Q4 22 High     In progress 


15. Safeguarding children 
and vulnerable adults 


Q4 8 Low     In progress 


16. Crematorium Q4 3 N/A     Programmed in for May 2017 


17. Follow Up Q4 10 N/A     Final April 2017 


18. Contingency  15*       


19. Audit Management  22       


 Total  220   0 7 18  


*5 days from contingency transferred to audit no 12. Contracts and Capital Expenditure, to include Section 106 arrangements. 
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Appendix II – Internal Audit Recommendations 2016/17 


 


 


Follow up No opinion audit 


  


Scope 


 
This follow up audit was designed to verify the effective and timely implementation of those recommendations agreed by management as documented in 
the final audit reports. 
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Statement of Responsibility 


We take responsibility to North Devon District Council for this report which is prepared on the basis of the limitations set out below. 


The responsibility for designing and maintaining a sound system of internal control and the prevention and detection of fraud and other irregularities rests with 
management, with internal audit providing a service to management to enable them to achieve this objective. Specifically, we assess the adequacy and 
effectiveness of the system of internal control arrangements implemented by management and perform sample testing on those controls in the period under 
review with a view to providing an opinion on the extent to which risks in this area are managed. 


We plan our work in order to ensure that we have a reasonable expectation of detecting significant control weaknesses.  However, our procedures alone 
should not be relied upon to identify all strengths and weaknesses in internal controls, nor relied upon to identify any circumstances of fraud or irregularity.  
Even sound systems of internal control can only provide reasonable and not absolute assurance and may not be proof against collusive fraud.  


The matters raised in this report are only those which came to our attention during the course of our work and are not necessarily a comprehensive statement 
of all the weaknesses that exist or all improvements that might be made.  Recommendations for improvements should be assessed by you for their full impact 
before they are implemented.  The performance of our work is not and should not be taken as a substitute for management’s responsibilities for the 
application of sound management practices. 


This report is confidential and must not be disclosed to any third party or reproduced in whole or in part without our prior written consent.   To the fullest extent 
permitted by law Mazars LLP accepts no responsibility and disclaims all liability to any third party who purports to use or rely for any reason whatsoever on 
the Report, its contents, conclusions, any extract, reinterpretation amendment and/or modification by any third party is entirely at their own risk. 


Registered office: Tower Bridge House, St Katharine’s Way, London, E1W 1DD, United Kingdom. 


Registered in England and Wales No 0C308299.    


Mazars LLP 


Bristol 


April 2017 
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permitted by law Mazars LLP accepts no responsibility and disclaims all liability to any third party who purports to 
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1. INTRODUCTION 


1.1 The purpose of internal audit is to provide Members and the Chief Executive, through the 
Audit Committee, with an independent and objective opinion on risk management, control and 
governance and their effectiveness in achieving North Devon District Council’s agreed 
objectives.  In order to provide this opinion, we are required to review annually the risk 
management and governance processes within North Devon District Council and on a cyclical 
basis, the operation of internal control systems within the organisation.  


   


1.2 This report sets out the internal audit activity since the last Audit Committee meeting in March 
2017 for North Devon District Council.  


   


2. COMPLETION OF THE INTERNAL AUDIT PLAN  


2.1 Appendix I details the 2017/18 Audit Plan and shows the status of work to date and the 
number of days delivered.   


 


3. Action Required   


3.1 The Audit Committee is asked to note our progress report. 
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Appendix I – Progress against the Internal Audit Plan 2017/18 


 


 Audit Title Proposed 
Quarter 


Planned 
Days 


Anticipated 
Risk Level 


Assurance Priority 


One 


Priority 


Two 


Priority 


Three 


 Status 


1. Risk Management and 
Corporate Governance 


Q3 10 Medium      


2. Main Accounting 
System and Budgetary 
Control 


Q3 12 High      


3. Debtors Q2 8 Medium     Programmed in for w/c 7th August 2017 


4. Payroll Q2 10 Medium     Programmed in for w/c 31st July 2017 


5. Treasury Management Q2 8 Medium     Programmed in for w/c 14th August 2017 


6. Council Tax and NNDR Q1 15 Medium     Programmed in for w/c 8th May 2017 


7. Housing Benefits Q1 10 Medium     Programmed in for w/c 15th May 2017 


8. Affordable Housing 
(including temporary 
accommodation) 


Q2 10 Medium      


9. Parking Operations Q2 10 Medium      


10. Street Cleansing Q2 10 Medium      


11. Licensing Q1 10 High     Programmed in for June 2017 


12. Customer Services 
Centre 


Q3 10 High      


13. Commissioning and 
Procurement (including 
the use of agency staff 
and consultants)  


Q3 10 Medium      


14. Health and Safety Q3 10 Medium      
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 Audit Title Proposed 
Quarter 


Planned 
Days 


Anticipated 
Risk Level 


Assurance Priority 


One 


Priority 


Two 


Priority 


Three 


 Status 


15. Information Technology  


(to include Outlook 
system & exchange 
server security – 10 
days, with further audit 
choices to follow) 


Q4 22 High      


16. Lynton and Lynmouth 
Agency 


Q1 10 Medium     Programmed in for June 2017 


17. Grants Administration Q3 5 Medium      


16. Crematorium Q4 3 Low      


17. Follow Up Q4 10 N/A      


18. Contingency  5       


19. Audit Management  22       


 Total  220       
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Statement of Responsibility 


We take responsibility to North Devon District Council for this report which is prepared on the basis of the limitations set out below. 


The responsibility for designing and maintaining a sound system of internal control and the prevention and detection of fraud and other irregularities rests with 
management, with internal audit providing a service to management to enable them to achieve this objective. Specifically, we assess the adequacy and 
effectiveness of the system of internal control arrangements implemented by management and perform sample testing on those controls in the period under 
review with a view to providing an opinion on the extent to which risks in this area are managed. 


We plan our work in order to ensure that we have a reasonable expectation of detecting significant control weaknesses.  However, our procedures alone 
should not be relied upon to identify all strengths and weaknesses in internal controls, nor relied upon to identify any circumstances of fraud or irregularity.  
Even sound systems of internal control can only provide reasonable and not absolute assurance and may not be proof against collusive fraud.  


The matters raised in this report are only those which came to our attention during the course of our work and are not necessarily a comprehensive statement 
of all the weaknesses that exist or all improvements that might be made.  Recommendations for improvements should be assessed by you for their full impact 
before they are implemented.  The performance of our work is not and should not be taken as a substitute for management’s responsibilities for the 
application of sound management practices. 


This report is confidential and must not be disclosed to any third party or reproduced in whole or in part without our prior written consent.   To the fullest extent 
permitted by law Mazars LLP accepts no responsibility and disclaims all liability to any third party who purports to use or rely for any reason whatsoever on 
the Report, its contents, conclusions, any extract, reinterpretation amendment and/or modification by any third party is entirely at their own risk. 


Registered office: Tower Bridge House, St Katharine’s Way, London, E1W 1DD, United Kingdom. 


Registered in England and Wales No 0C308299.    


Mazars LLP 


Bristol 


April 2017 


  





